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ANALYTIC RANGE FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 

R. CHENG 

ABSTRACT. Let C be a separable Hilbert Space, and let A be the halfplane 

{(/w, n) G Z2 : m > 1} U {(0, n) G Z2 : n > 0} 

of the integer lattice. Consider the subspace McW of L^ on the torus spanned by 
the ^-valued trigonometric functions {Ceims+lnt : c e C, (m,«) <E A}. The notion of a 
A-analytic operator on Mc(A) is defined with respect to the family of shift operators 
{SmnJA on MC(A) given by 

(Smnf)(e
is,eit) = eims+intf(eis

1e
it). 

The corresponding concepts of inner function, outer function and analytic range function 
are explored. These ideas are applied to the spectral factorization problem in prediction 
theory. 

This paper is a continuation of the works [1, 2] on the analysis of operator valued 
functions of several variables. The present purpose is to extend some of the work of 
Loubaton [7] for matrix valued functions to the infinité rank case; or what is equivalent, to 
establish a several variables version of some results on range functions from Helson [4]. 
Thus we shall consider notions of analytic, inner and outer functions in this setting, 
and develop the related concept of analytic range function. These ideas are applied to 
the spectral factorization problem from prediction theory. At issue is whether a given 
nonnegative operator valued function Whas a factorization W = 0*0, where O is outer 
in a certain sense. The final theorem is a reduction of this issue to the special case that 
the values of W are full rank. The results obtained here do not displace those of [7]: In 
passing to the infinite rank picture we need to alter some of the underlying definitions, 
and this precludes the detailed accounting of dimensionality that was possible in [7]. 
Moreover, a general logarithmic integrability criterion for the desired factorization is not 
possible for W having infinite rank values. 

We adopt the following notation and definitions. Throughout, a is normalized 
Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T. Let C be a separable Hilbert space, and write 
<B(C) for the Banach space of (bounded linear) operators on C. By LF^o2) and L^Jo2) 
we mean Lebesgue spaces of vector and operator valued functions on the torus T2; the 
corresponding Hardy spaces are written //^(o2) and FF^Jo2). Fix a nonempty subset 
Q of the integer lattice Z2. We define the space MC(ÇÏ) to be that subspace of L^o2) 
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spanned by the trigonometric functions [céms+mt : c G C1 (m, n) G Q}. For each (m, n) 
in Z2, let Smn be the operation 

f(eis,e")^eims+i"'f(eis,e"), 

where/ is any C-valued trigonometric polynomial on the torus. Each Smn determines 
an isometry on L^o2). Moreover, if Q is a semigroup in Z2, and (m1 n) belongs to d, 
then Smn restricts to an isometry on Mc{d). We may write S\ = S\?o and £2 = So,i. If a 
subspace X of L2

C(a2) is invariant under Smn for every (m, ri) G Q, then we say that 3C is 
Ci-invariant. 

In the paper [1], the space fftfc(Q) was examined, where Q was any sector of the 
integer lattice. Here, however, we are primarily concerned with the halfplanes 

A = { ( / M , « ) G Z 2 :m> 1?« eZ}U{(0 ,« )GZ 2 : n > 0} 

n = {(/w, n) G Z2 : m > 0, n G Z}. 

Loubaton [7] justifies the attention to A by viewing it as a halfline with respect to a 
lexicographical ordering of Z2. In addition, A is an example of a halfplane in the sense 
of Helson and Lowdenslager [5], which was introduced for algebraic reasons. We are 
ultimately concerned with a notion of analyticity that is connected to A. The halfplane n 
is needed here as an auxiliary tool. Later, we also use (—A) = {(—m, — n) : (m, n) G A}. 

We say that an operator A on fft£(Il) is Yl-anaiytic, if A commutes with Smn for all 
(w, n) G II. In particular, a Il-analytic operator is S\ -analytic in the one-variable sense; 
we may view such an operator as acting upon H2

Ll{,^Aa(els)\ which is isomorphic 
to MC(Y\) in an obvious way. Hence we may speak of a Il-analytic operator as being 
S\ -inner or Si -outer. In specific, we say that an operator^ on H2

Ll, (eit))(a(els)) is 

Si-outer9ifA isS\-analyticand [ ^ 2 -0)(ff(^))]" = H2
M(a(eis)) for some subspace 

M = Mo u t(^)ofL2(a(^)); 
S\-inner, if A is Si -analytic and partially isometric. 
S\-constant, if both A and A" are Si-analytic. 
These definitions are conceptually consistent with those from the classical one-

variable theory; see [10, Chapter 3]. By the initial space of a partial isometry we mean 
the orthocomplement of its kernel. If A is Si-inner, then its initial space as a partial 
isometry on //2

2, (eit))(cr(ésf) is of the form H2
M(a(els)), where M = Mm(A) is a subspace 

of L2
C(<j(euj). This follows from [10, Theorem A, p. 96]. 

In an analogous way, we say that an operator A on Mc{h) is 
A-analytic, if A commutes with Smn for all (w, n) G A; 
A-outer, if A is A-analytic and [AMC(A)]~ = 0\{N(A) for some subspace N = A^ut(^) 

ofC; 
A-inner, if A is A-analytic and partially isometric; 
A-constant, if both A andyl* are A-analytic. 
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If A is A-inner, then its initial space is of the form ^fN(A), where TV = N[n(A) is a 
subspace of C [1, Proposition 1.1]. The proof builds upon the argument due to Lax from 
the one-variable case. 

Every n - or A-analytic operator has a functional realization. That is, if A is IT- or 
A-analytic, then there exists a function F{els

1 e
lt) in L^^o2) such that A is given by 

multiplication by F. The correspondence is linear and respects adjoints. Thus, we may 
speak of IT- and A-analytic functions, as they arise from operators in this fashion. Since 
A Ç IT, a A-analytic function is automatically IT-analytic. If F is some #(C)-valued 
function, we define F to be that #(C)-valued function given by 

F(eis,eit) = F(e-is,e-it)\ 

We now establish some properties of these inner and outer functions. Suppose that 
B G L^^o2) is S\ -inner. Then its initial space is of the form Hlf(a(els)}, where M = 
Mm{B) is a subspace of L^(cr(^0)« Now B commutes with both Si and 5^. Thus if/ E M, 
we have 

1IWU2 = 11WH2 
= us/lb 
= 11/IU 
= US2/112, 

and similarly with £2 replaced by S%. Note also that S^and S?f lie in L2
C (o"(e")). Therefore 

M is a doubly invariant subspace of L2
c{cF{elt^j with respect to £2; by [4, Theorem 8, 

p. 59], M must be of the form 

(1) M=f®M(e>t)dcte>t), 

where each M(elt) is a subspace of C. 
It is easy to check that B(els, elt)*B(els, elt) agrees with the projection operator PM^ 

of C onto M(elt). Consequently, the values of 2?(-, elt) are partial isometries on C with 
initial space M(elt). We may therefore view each £(•, é*) as an S\ -inner function with 
related space M(elt). 

PROPOSITION 1. A function B e Lgj^O2) is S\-inner on H\2,{étJ<j(eis)) if and only 

ifB(-, é*) is S\-inner on //|(cr(ew)), a.e. [o(elt)\ In this case, equation (1) holds with M = 

Min(B) andM(elt) = Min(B(-, e1')); furthermore, we haveB(eis, eiïyB(eis, elt) = PM(eity 

PROOF. If B(-, é<) is Sx -inner on H2
C (aie8)), a.e. \a(é% then B is itself Si -analytic. 

Hence in this situation, B is in fact IT-analytic. Observe that B*B is the projection operator 

°f//L2(a(^))(Cr^/^) 0 n t ° M > W h e r e 

M=f®Mm(B(.,eit))dcj(e% 
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It follows that B is Si -inner. The rest was proved above. • 

The analogous statement concerning Si-outer functions is [2, Proposition 6.2]. 
The classical canonical factorization theorem states that an Si-analytic function can 

be written as a product of an Si-inner function and an Si-outer function. The following 
assertion slightly strengthens this claim when the given function is Il-analytic. 

PROPOSITION 2. If A E L^^o2) is Il-analytic, then there exist H-analytic functions 
B and C such that B is S\-inner, C is S\-outer, and A = BC. 

PROOF. Let % be thell-invariant subspace (^f^(n)) . By [1, Theorem 3.2], there 
exists a Il-analytic, Si-inner function B such that X = BMC(YI). Since B is a partial 
isometry, B*B is the projection of MC(J1) onto the initial space H2

M{a{és)) of B, where 
M = Mm{B). Now with C = B*A we have 

(AMC{U)Y = BMc{Il) 

(B*AMc(n))~ =B*BMC(I1) 

(CMc(n)y=H2
M(a(eisj). 

Thus C is Il-analytic and Si -outer with M0Ut(C) = M. m 

The corresponding statement is false with A in place of IT; see [1, Theorem 2.2]. This 
fact was already pointed out [5] in the case C is the complex field. 

Functions which are A-inner enjoy a characterization similar to Proposition 1. The 
proof is similar. 

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that J E L^^o2) is A-analytic. Then J is A-inner if and 
only if J* J takes a constant value PN, where PM is the projection operator ofC onto some 
subspace N of C. In this case, N = N[n(J). Furthermore, J is then S\-inner with related 
space Mm{J) = L^(<7(y'))-

The following characterization of the A-invariant subspaces of ^MC(A) is useful. 
Established as [1, Theorem 3.3], it is the analogue for 0^(C{A) of the Beurling-Lax 
theorem. A version for matrix valued functions is provided by Loubaton [7]. 

LEMMA 4. A subspace 9£ ofMc{A) is A-invariant if and only if there exist functions 
J(V\ eil) andB(é\ eH) in L^o2) such that 

(i) J{eis, elt) is A-inner on 0\{C(A); 
(ii) £(•, e?') is Si-inner on H\2^{ét))(o(-)); 

(Hi) rB = 0; and 
(iv) Ot = JMc{A)®SiBMc(Jl\ 

The above result yields general structural information about A-analytic functions, 
analogous to the inner-outer factorization from the one-variable picture. We shall call it 
the canonical representation of a A-analytic function. 
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THEOREM 5. If F is a A-analy tic function, then F(els, elt) has the representation 

(2) F(eis, elt) = J(eis, e" W , elt) + ésB(é\ e[t)A(eis\ e% 

where 
(i) J is a A-inner function; 

(ii) G is a A-outer function with N0Ut(G) = N[n(J); 

(Hi) B is a I\-analytic, S\ -innerfunction on ^ ^ ^ m f ^ O ) ) / 

(iv) A is a W-analytic, S\-outerfunction on H^i(a(eit)){ff(')) with M0Ui(A) = Mm(B); 

(v) TB = 0; and 
(vi) Nm{J)LMm{B{',e% a.e. [a(e")]. 

PROOF. Apply Lemma 4 to the A-invariant subspace fA£ = [FMC{A)Y to get J and B 
satisfying (i), (iii) and (v). Now note that 

[rF<Mc(A)Y = MM(A\ 

and 
[S?lB*FMc(n)T=H2

N(a(e% 

Thus, the functions G = J*F and A = B*F satisfy (ii) and (iv), respectively, and the 
representation (2) holds. 

Observe that the ranges of J and B are orthogonal pointwise, hence 

dim[y(^, elt)C] + dim[£(^, eu)C] < dim C. 

Since the values of J and B are partial isometries, this gives 

dimMn(-0 + dimMin(£(-, elt)) < dim C. 

It follows that in the construction of B in the proof of [1, Theorem 3.2] we may take the 
vectors { Q } to be an orthonormal set in C 0 Nm(J) rather than merely in C. With that 
change, we may insist that condition (vi) hold. • 

We now follow [4], and define a range function to be a function J on T2 with values 
in the subspaces of C A range function 7 is measurable if the corresponding projection 
valued function P7 is weakly measurable. As argued in [4, p. 58], we may view P7 itself 
as a projection of L2

C(o2) onto the subspace M? defined by 

Mj ^{feLlia2) :f(eis,e") G 7{és,é% a.e. [a2]}. 

If F is a ®(C)-valued function such that 

[F(eis,e'')cr = He^e"), a.e. [a2], 

then we speak of J as being the range function of F. 
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For a range function 7 and for a semigroup Q of Z2 define %(Q) to be the subspace 

%(Q) = {/•€ afc(Q) : / ( « V ) e 7 ( « V ' ) , a.e. [a2]}. 

A range function J is said to be Yl-analytic if there exists a sequence {/̂ } in f^(Il) such 
that 
(3) Heis,eit) = \/{fk(e

is,ei% a.e. [a2]. 
it 

A range function y is said to be A-analytic if there exists a sequence {/*} in f^(A) such 
that equation (3) holds, and in addition we have 

(4) %(A) = E e{Sw„[%(A) G S2%(A)] : (w, w) G A}. 

The necessity of the condition (4) was noted in [7]; it arises because a complication in 
the general structure of A-invariant subspaces of MC(A). 

If J is n-analytic, then %(IT) is a Il-invariant subspace of Mc{Yl). By [1, Theo
rem 3.2], there exists a IT-analytic, Si -inner function B such that % ( n ) = 2?fft£(Il). 
Likewise, if J is A-analytic, then by equation (4) and [1, Theorem 3.1] there exists a 
A-inner function J such that %(A) = JMC{A). Following [7] we speak of B and J as the 
inner functions associated with -%(I~[) and -%(A), respectively. They are unique up to 
partially isometric factors which are constant in the appropriate sense. Since A Ç n , the 
following assertion is not surprising. 

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that ? is A-analytic with associated A-inner function J. 
Then ¥ is Yl-analytic with associated S\-inner function J. 

PROOF. By hypothesis, %(A) = JMC{A\ and hence JC = %(A) 0 S2%(A). By 
Proposition 3, J is Si-inner. Now observe that 

Si%(n) = % ( n + (i,o)) 
oo 

c ns5%(A) 
oo 

= (I 2̂ E e{sy,[%(A) e s2%(A)] : (/, *) e A} 

= E ®{S/*[%(A) © &%(A)] :(/,*) G II + (1,0)} 
= E©fà*/c:(/\*)en + (i,o» 
= SiJMcQJ). 

So %(1T) Ç JMc(Yl), and the reverse inclusion is immediate. Since ? is A-analytic, 
there are functions {/*} in ^c(A) such that equation (3) holds. Since each/£ already lies 
in fMc(JT), it follows that J is 11-analytic. By the above argument, J is its associated 
Si -inner function. • 

Associated inner functions have the expected and desirable property described below. 

PROPOSITION 7. (i) If B is the S\ -inner, Yl-analytic function associated with a Yl-
analytic range function 7, then 7 is the range function ofB. (ii) If J is the A-inner 
function associated with a A-analytic range function J, then J is the range function of J. 
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PROOF, (i) By hypothesis, the subspace %(IT) is of the form BMC(I1). Clearly, for 
any c G C, we have Be G %(TI), a.e. [a2]. Hence 

On the other hand, there exist {/*} in ^ (11) such that condition (3) holds. Since each^ 
belongs to %(TI), there are functions g* in the initial space of B such that^t = Bgk. Thus 

Ç£(eVV-

This shows that F̂ is the range function of B. 
The proof of part (ii) is similar. • 

We may impose some useful structure on a IT-analytic function giving rise to a certain 
range function. Let V be IT-analytic, and let f be its range function. Then W - VV* is 
nonnegative valued with range function 5- Since 

W{e-is,e-u) = F (é rV-V(e~V~~ ' ' )* 

is an Si -analytic factorization, [2, Lemma 6.1] gives 

W(e~is, e-u) = F{eis, eufF(eis, elt) 

for some Si-outer, ri-analytic function F. And now J is the range of F. Similarly there 
is an Si -outer, IT-analytic function G such that 

Fie-'^e-^Fie-'^e^y = G(eis,euyG{eis\eil). 

Let K be the partial isometry valued function satisfying 

Fie-*, e-ltf = K(eis, eu)G(ei&', elt). 

Note that the operator K(els,eil) has initial space [G(els, elt)C]~ and final space 
[F(e-is,e-uYC\~. The function G(-,e") is Si-outer on H2

c(a(-)), a^O-almost every
where [2, Proposition 6.2]. Thus by [10, Section 5.4], [G(eis, eu)C}~ = M0Ut(G(-7e

z')) 
independently of els. Note also that 

KMcQÏ) = KH2
M(a(eis)) 

= K[GMC{TL)Y 

where M = MoxA(G). Thus K is Si-inner with range f. Finally, there exists a Tl-analytic 
function U such that Û is Si-outer and 

(5) k*k=tj*V. 
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Check that U has range function f as well, and note that the left side of equation (5) 
is projection valued. Furthermore since Ù is S\ -outer, the space U(e~ls, e~lt)*C is some 
subspace M(elt) of C not depending on els. Hence 

U(e~is, e-^MciU) = H2
M{a{e% 

where 

M = | e M ( e ' V a ( y ' ) -

Evidently U^^é1) is S\ -inner with initial space M{e~lt). It follows from Proposition 1 
that U is S\ -inner. This proves the following claim. 

PROPOSITIONS. If f is the range function of a U-analytic function, then f is the 
range function of an S\-inner, H-analy tic function U such that U is S\-outer. 

The above proof fails with II replaced with A, since the existence of a A-analytic 
factorization does not imply that of a A-outer factorization. 

We next see that range inclusion gives rise to a factorization. 

LEMMA 9. (i) Suppose that 5 is a U-analytic range function, and let B be an 
associated S\-inner, U-analytic function. If A is a U-analytic, partial isometry valued 
function with range includedpointwise in ¥, then 

A=BC 

for some U-analytic, partial isometry valued function C. (ii) Suppose that f is a A-
analy tic range function, and let J be the associated A-innerfunction. If A is a A-analytic, 
partial isometry valued function with range included pointwise in 7, then 

A=JC 

for some A-analytic, partial isometry valued function C. 

PROOF. 

AMC{U) C %(IT) 

= BMctTT)-

Therefore 

FAMcQI) Ç B*BMC(YI) 

= H2
M(a(e% 

where M = Mm{B). In particular, C - B*A is IT-analytic and partial isometry valued. 
Now 

(6) C = B*A 

BC = BB*A 

BC = PjA 

BC = A. 
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This verifies the assertion (i). Again, the proof of (ii) is similar. • 

An inner function need not be associated with its range function. Indeed, this occurs 
only under a rather stringent condition. 

PROPOSITION 10. (i) A H-analytic, S\-inner function B is associated with its range 
function if and only ifB is H-outer. (ii) A A-innerfunction J is associated with its range 
function if and only if J is A-outer. 

PROOF, (i) Let B be associated with its Il-analytic range function f. Suppose that 
U is any 11-analytic function with the property U*U= B*B. Then Û has the same range 
function as B, namely J. Lemma 9 asserts that there exists a 11-analytic function D such 
that U = DB. It must be that B is Il-outer. 

For the converse, let V be a Il-analytic, Si -inner function associated with the range 
function of B. Then Lemma 9 provides that B = CV for some Il-analytic, partial isometry 
valued function C. If B is Si-outer, then V is Si-outer and C is Si-constant. Thus B is 
associated with its range function as well. 

(ii) Suppose that J is associated with its A-analytic range function f. Then by 
Proposition 6, the range function is also Il-analytic with associated Si-inner function J. 
By part (i), J is Si -outer. Thus the canonical representation of J (see Theorem 5) reduces 
to J = FT\ + SiO. If U is any A-analytic function such that U*U = J*J, then Lemma 9 
provides for a A-analytic function D such that U = DJ. Since this is true for U = T\, the 
A-inner factor F must have been A-constant. Thus, J is A-outer. 

Conversely, assume that J is A-outer, and let V be a A-inner function associated with 
the range function f of J. Then there exists a A-analytic function C such that J = CV. 
From part (i), V is already Il-outer, so that its canonical representation must be reduced 
to the form V = FT\ + SiO. With that, F and C must be A-constant partial isometries. It 
follows that J= VC was already associated with J. m 

We are concerned with applying these ideas toward the the spectral factorization 
problem. To this end, it will be necessary to relate an outer function to a range function 
through the appropriate inner function. These connections are made with the help of the 
following two lemmata. 

LEMMA 11. Suppose that O is a Il-analytic function with the factorization O = B^, 
where B is H-analytic and S\-inner, and *¥ is H-analytic and S\ -outer. If® is S\-outer, 
thenB is S\-outer. 

PROOF. By hypothesis, O = H'B, and so 

(7) ¥J&afc(TI) = $>MC(U) 

= H2
M(a(e% 

where M = Mout(0). Since *F is Si-outer, we may define the related spaces m(elt) = 
Mmt (*P0? e'O) • Then each value of B(els, elt) is a partial isometry with final space m(e~lt). 
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So the co-kernel of H* is H2
M,(<j(els)}, where 

Mf = j®m(e-it)da(eit), 

and the image of #£(11) under B is included in H2
M, [cr(eisfj. In fact, BMC(U) must be 

dense in H2
M, (cr(els)), in order for equation (7) to hold. This shows that B is S\ -outer. • 

LEMMA 12. Suppose that O is A-analytic and Ô is A-outer. Then the range function 
J of<& is A-analytic. 

PROOF. By Lemma 4, the A-invariant subspace %(A) has the structure 

(8) %(A) = JMC{A) 0 SXBMC{U\ 

where J is A-inner, B is Fl-analytic and 5i -inner, J*B = 0, and (from the proof of 
Theorem 5) 

AU/) JL Min(5(., ^ ) ) , a.e. [*{é% 

Next, check that from equation (8) 

[Of»fc(A)r Ç %(A) 
J*[Of^(A)]- Ç f%./)(A) 

« • [ O ^ A M - C S ! / / ^ ^ ) ) . 

Thus Y\ = J*0 is A-analytic, and T2 - S\B*<& is Ft-analytic. Furthermore, we have 
[Tx(e

is, eu)C]~ J- [T2(e
is, eiï)C]~. And now 

= JTi+SiBT2 

= (y + 5XTi+Sir 2 ) . 

Note that 

(J + B)\J + B) =fJ+B*B 

= PN{J)®M{B)-

Hence the Fl-analytic function J + 5 is S\ -inner. 
Let O = W*¥ be a factorization of O where W is IT-analytic and Si -inner, and *F is 

n-analytic and S\ -outer. By Lemma 11 and Proposition 10, W is the associated Si -inner 
function to the range function J . Since the range of J+B is pointwise included in J, we 
have (J + B)= WU for some fl-analytic, partial isometry valued function U. But then 

0 = W¥ = WU(rx + S^) 
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implies that 
v = u(r{+s{r2). 

Because *F is S\ -outer, T2 must be identically zero and U must be S\ -constant. Thus 

0> = JT i+S i# r 2 

and J has range function J as well. By Lemma 11, J is S\ -outer; by Proposition 10, the 
5i -inner function J is associated with its Tl-analytic range function f. 

Finally, from 

%(A) = JMc(A)®SiBMc(n) 

c %(n) 

= j*tc(m 
and the fact that J^MC(IT) J_ SXBMCÇ[\\ we see that B = 0. Therefore %(A) = JMc(A\ 
and J is A-analytic. • 

Now suppose that ^belongs to L^Jo2), and that its values are nonnegative operators. 
A fundamental issue is whether there exists a A-outer function O such that W = 0*0. 
A "regularity" criterion on W is given in [2], and that result is extended in [1] to allow 
A to be a more general type of semigroup. Loubaton [7] derived a logarithmic integral 
test for the finite rank case. To accomplish this, it was necessary to reduce the problem 
to the full rank case. We shall pursue the corresponding reduction below. 

THEOREM 13. In order that the nonnegative weight function W E L^Jo2) have 
a A-outer factorization, it is necessary for the range function J of W to be (—A)-
analytic. Suppose that this necessary condition holds, and let J be the (—A)-inner 
function associated with J. Then W has a A-outer factorization if and only if the weight 
function W\ = J* WJ does. 

PROOF. Suppose that the nonnegative operator valued function W belonging to 
L^^iq2) has a A-outer factorization W = 0*0. Then the range function f of ^coincides 
with that of O*. Since O is A-outer, the function Ô* is (—A)-outer. By Lemma 12, with 
(—A) in place of A, we deduce that ? is then (—A)-analytic. Hence there is a (—A)-inner 
function J such that 

% ( - A ) = JfWc((-A)). 

Set Wx = r\VJ. Now W\ = (4>/)*(<D/). For any c G N{d>), the function <D*c lies in 
%(—A). Thus <t>*c = Jf for some/ € 3W (̂—A). Thus J*<b* preserves 5Wc(—A) and is 
therefore (—A)-analytic. The factor <I>Jis A-outer, for 

rMJv(o)(A) = (<D3WC(A))~ 

D (<fcWfc(A))~ 

= !%(<t))(A). 
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On the other hand, assume that Whas a (—A)-analytic range function J with associated 
(—A)-inner function J, and consider again W\=J* WJ. If W\ has a A-outer factorization, 
W\ = 4/*xF, then W has the A-analytic factorization W = Ç¥J*)*Ç¥J*). In fact, by 
Proposition 10, J* is A-outer, hence ( W ) is A-outer. • 

The point is that we may view the values of W\ as full rank operators on Nm(J). With 
that, we may be able to apply a factorization criterion such as [2, Theorem 7.4]. 
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